
David Theodore (2021), oil on canvas, 144 x 108 inches. All images Â© Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe, courtesy of Roberts Projects Gallery, shared with permissionGhanaian artist Otis Kwame Kye Quaicoe has a proclivity
for contrast. In his striking portraits of Black people, he gravitates toward shades of gray to render the skin tone of single figures or small groups, who sport patterned garments, hats of textured fabrics, and generally
vibrant fashions that are in direct opposition to their physical features. The bright, bold color palette is the artist&#8217;s preferred method for translating emotional states, inner lives, and idiosyncrasies, one he emulates
with the richly textured impasto backdrops surrounding his subjects.Quaicoe is currently a resident at Rubell Museum, where he&#8217;s created a trio of monumental works that consider the trope of the American
cowboy. Rainyanni, Moses Adomah and David Theodore stand 12 feet high and are reminiscent of the bandana-wearing figures the artist painted earlier this year. Similarly subversive is The American Dreamer (shown
below), which centers on a younger figureâ€”the subject&#8217;s skin is covered in a swirling pattern of lines, a recurring trait in some of the artist&#8217;s most recent piecesâ€”who wears a hat printed with stars and
strips.A few of Quaicoe&#8217;s portraits are on view through January 27, 2022, at Green Family Art Foundation in Dallas and at LACMA through April 17, 2022, and you can explore more of his oil-based works on Artsy
and Instagram.&nbsp;Rainyanni (Cowgirl) (2021), oil on canvas,144 x 108 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects GalleryDapper III (2020), oil on canvas, 84 x 54 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects Gallery, photo by Alan
ShafferThe American Dreamer (2021), oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects Gallery, photo by Alan ShafferBlue Turtle Neck (2021), oil on canvas, 60 x 40 inches. Courtesy of the aritst and Almine
RechAllure (2020), oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects Gallery, photo by Alan ShafferMoses Adomah (2021), oil on canvas, 144 x 108 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects GalleryShelcy and
Christy (2020), oil on canvas, 48 x 36 inches. Courtesy of Roberts Projects Gallery, photo by Alan ShafferAll images Â© Charlie Matz, shared with permissionIn the sleek decanters designed by artist Charlie Matz, wine
and other spirits trickle through a crab&#8217;s claws, a shark&#8217;s open jaws, and the belly of a branzino. The playful aeration vessels are handmade with borosilicate glass and position marine life at the necks of
the carafe, ensuring that the creatures flush with reds and pinks with every pour. Matz, who works at the Chicago-based Ignite Glass, has a few of the decanters available in the studio&#8217;s shop, and you can follow
his functional creations and new releases on Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© Roeselien Raimond, shared with permissionBack in 2009, Dutch wildlife photographer Roeselien Raimond snapped a portrait of a fox that
always seemed to be squinting her eyes in contemplation. That first image sparked a fascination with the creatures and their idiosyncratic expressions, an interest that&#8217;s culminated in a decades-long project and
now montage documenting the fantastically diverse animals. Foxesâ€™ characters may differ as much as human characters, she writes. Shy and arrogant, from wallflower to cocky, chronically happy or notoriously sad.
Helpful or headstrong. Mischievous and cute. Name it, and youâ€™ll have a fox version of it.Raimond photographed all foxes from the same angle to allow for easy comparisons, and the result reveals a wildly varied
display of characteristics: there are differences in fur color and pattern, face shape, eyes, snout length, and the way their fur trims their ears. Even their expressions aren&#8217;t alike, and some appear to bask in the
sunlight while others intently focus on an object in front of them.The collected portraits and individual shots are available as prints in Raimond&#8217;s shop, and she shares many of her wildlife encounters on Instagram.
You also might enjoy this study of bee faces. (via My Modern Met)&nbsp;All images Â© Atelier Hatena, shared with permissionAtelier Hatenaâ€™s bread bugs are the only critters we&#8217;d gladly snuggle up with at
night. The whimsical, fiber-rich characters are part of the Hiroshima-based artist&#8217;s growing troupe of felt creatures: there are four-legged rolls, tiny insects sprouting mushrooms, and pastries with eyes poking from
their crusts. Atelier Hatena&#8217;s shop is currently stocked with the adorable critters, although they sell out quickly, so keep an eye on Twitter for updates. (via Spoon &amp; Tamago)&nbsp;All images Â© Ibbini Studio,
shared with permissionIbbini Studio (previously) creates intricate paper sculptures meticulously crafted to appear as though they have been made in nature. Artist Julia Ibbini and computer scientist Stephane Noyer, who
are behind the Abu Dhabi-based studio, spent the last year working on a collection of geometric cylindrical pieces swirling with vine-like forms, mirrored geometric designs that resemble the repeating patterns in
honeycomb, and sculptures that look like delicate shells.The duo began collaborating in 2017 and now creates pieces by hand and machine, using a painstaking process that combines analog and digital techniques.
â€œMy practice focuses a great deal on exploring the boundaries of what is possible with the materials and techniques used,â€• Ibbini tells Colossal. â€œIn 2021, there was a significant jump in the complexity and
technology we were working with, and I think the pieces produced over this period very much reflect that.â€•Ibbini Studio&#8217;s sculptures are the product of algorithmically defined patterns that replicate throughout
each work. Drawing inspiration from organic structures, they use parametric design software to render a three-dimensional form and refine the final shape. A laser then cuts each paper or card, which are glued together by
hand to create the resulting piece.In the last couple of months, we have been working with detailed sculptural forms in woods (and the complex engineering required to create them), which I anticipate will result in a
finished series in 2022, they say. Follow their progress and keep an eye out for upcoming exhibitions on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿NASA marked an impressive milestone when its Parker Solar Probe was the first ever to
touch the sun and return earlier this year, and footage from its historic mission offers a stunning glimpse at the massive star&#8217;s upper atmosphere. The black-and-white timelapse shows a view from the probe as it
hurls through a flurry of glowing bands and sparks that dart across the frame with celestial bodies panning in the background. These structures, known as coronal streamers, are part of the magnetic field surrounding the
starâ€”it doesnâ€™t have a solid surface, meaning satellites like Parker come in contact with the fiery matter while flying through it. These sweeping plumes are often visible from Earth during solar eclipses.During its
travel, the probe also captured the Milky Way, Earth, and other planets from a rare angle, which astrophysicist Grant Tremblay labeled in the screenshots below. This was the satellite&#8217;s eighth attempt to permeate
the sun&#8217;s atmosphere since it launched in 2018, and the successful mission garnered quite a few staggering statistics. NASA shares:At closest approach, Parker Solar Probe hurtles around the sun at
approximately 430,000 mph (700,000 kph). That&#8217;s fast enough to get from Philadelphia to Washington, D.C., in one second&#8230; At closest approach to the Sun, the front of Parker Solar Probe&#8217;s solar
shield faces temperatures approaching 2,500 F (1,377 C). The spacecraft&#8217;s payload will be near room temperature.For a similar look at the sun&#8217;s details, watch this timelapse chronicling one month of its
evolution. (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;ï»¿All images by Norbert Heyl, Â© Wilfried Grootens, shared with permissionGerman artist Wilfried Grootens (previously) suspends vibrant, textured paintings evocative of minuscule
organisms, bacteria, and other microscopic creatures within sleek sculptures made of glass. He renders lines and geometric shapes on dozens of thin panes that, when pressed together into a larger composite, produce
the appearance of three-dimensional forms encased within the transparent material. The resulting works are striking illusions that morph into different, otherworldly creatures depending on the viewers&#8217; perspective,
sometimes vanishing entirely depending on the angle. It is these paintings within their special layered space that create a world unto itself, quite apart from the reality outside it, the artist tells Colossal.Grootens&#8217;s
impeccably precise sculptures will be on view with Habatat Galleries in January and April. Until then, see more of his works on his site.&nbsp;ï»¿All images courtesy of SakaeFrom liquid resin and thin strips of wire,
Tokyo-based designer Sakae (previously) crafts delicate hairpieces known as kanzashi. The ornamental forms are often worn for special occasions and are realistic in shape and texture, with lustrous petals and wings in
translucent shades that catch surrounding light. You can see more of Sakae&#8217;s hydrangeas, irises, and daffodils on Flickr and her site, and she auctions her pieces for buyers in Japan. Follow news about
international releases on Facebook.&nbsp;All images Â© En Iwamura, courtesy of Ross + Kramer Gallery, shared with permissionFrom hunks of clay, artist En Iwamura (previously) sculpts minimal forms with wildly varied
facial expressions that range from shock and surprise to moody contemplation. Etched across the surface of each character are neat pathways of parallel lines, which evoke the clean, sweeping patterns in zen gardens,
that are a physical manifestation of the Japanese concept of Ma. The philosophy identifies the space between the edges, between the beginning and the end, the space and time in which we experience life. Ma is filled
with nothing but energy and feeling.Although his aesthetic and process remain relatively consistentâ€”Iwarmura is generous about sharing works-in-progress and studio shots on his Instagramâ€”his approach to spatial
questions continues to evolve. My work size has physically got bigger, he tells Colossal. That can have (a) different relationship with Ma, either micro (or) macro.Iwamura is currently living in Shiga near his hometown of
Kyoto, and if you&#8217;re in New York, you can see his oversized faces in January at Ross + Kramer Gallery.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿We&#8217;ve all been there: spending the entire day scrolling through social, responding to
texts and DMs and email, descending into internet rabbit holes, and just generally escaping the world through our devices. A quirky, 2D animation titled Blip by Hannah Sun weighs in on this unending screen addiction as
it plunges into a visual soundscape of incessant pings, bells, and other tones. Watch the colorful commentary above, and find more of the New York City-based designer&#8217;s projects on Vimeo and Instagram.&nbsp;
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